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Windshield Protection

Q&A

Frequently asked questions:

Protection From the
Perils of the Road

• Who is backing the Windshield Warranty?
The PermaPlate Windshield Protection Program is
backed by a company with nearly 30 years in the
industry and by an A.M. Best “A” rated insurance
carrier.
• What are my out-of-pocket expenses?
None! There are no out-of-pocket expenses or
deductibles on any covered damage or windshield
replacement.
• Where will my repairs or windshield
replacement be performed?
The work may be done at the
selling dealership, your home or
office. Repairs or replacements
are performed by Safelite
AutoGlass, one of the most
recognized names in the industry.

Protect Your Insurance Rates

Front Line
Protection

This brochure is a summary of some of the benefits available
with the Windshield Protection Program. See your actual
limited warranty for specific details.

Avoid unnecessary claims with your insurance company.

Protect Your Investment
Strengthens the manufacturer’s installed windshield.

Protect Your Family
PermaPlate Windshield Treatment provides enhanced
clarity and better visibility while driving under most
types of conditions.

PermaPlate Company
Siskin Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 58 | Salt Lake City, Utah 84110
(800) 453-8470 | permaplate.com
3008-07-09
Contains post consumer recycled material. 100% recyclable.

Windshield
Protection

BENEFITS:
• Repair of windshield chips and cracks

GLASS TREATMENT
PermaPlate Windshield Treatment contains
a unique molecular coupling agent that
chemically bonds to the glass surface. Fusing
at the molecular level, it creates a hydrophobic
and protective coating by
capping the natural glass
pores and its surface ridges.
This bond utilizes the latest in
non particle nano-chemistry
to strengthen and improve the
qualities of automotive glass,
by grabbing and chemically
fusing into the glass molecules
creating a strong covalent
bond that acts as a protective shield.
PermaPlate Pre-treatment chemically prepares
the automotive glass surface by cleaning the
surface of contaminates and by preparing the
glass surface for the chemical-induced fusion of
our glass treatment.

PermaPlate Company
permaplate.com
Made in the U.S.A.

• Windshield replacement for non-repairable damage
• Protects against acid rain and water spots
• Lowers the friction coefficient of glass thereby
deflecting more road debris
• Improves clarity of automotive glass
Strengthens the glass at the molecular level.
Utilizing the latest in molecular nano-chemistry,
PermaPlate Windshield Treatment provides additional
strength to the glass surface.

• Repels water, ice and snow
• Improves rain vision
• Reduces night glare
• Easy removal of bugs

Professional Installers & Repairs
Safelite is the only national company with an internal certification
program to ensure compliance with the new American National
Standard Institute (ANSI) auto-glass replacement safety standard.
For your safety and convenience, Safelite technicians use the best
materials available, including the industry’s first one hour drive-away
time adhesive for windshield installations. The choice of adhesive is a
critical element in the quality and safety of a windshield installation.

